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The old process is briefly described: The logs are 
taken from the river dripping with water, and sawed 
into sections of the length required. This operation is 
of course common to some extent in the saw mills, and 
is probably familiar to the reader. These blocks are 
then taken to the machine used for cutting the staves, 
which contains a circular saw, thus causing the staves 
to possess the curves which can be observed in any 
(o(lmmon pail or tub. But it is in the dry houses that 
the marked improvements have been made. The old 
�y8tem which we are describing consists simply of 
wheeling the staves in their green condition to the 
brick dry house, where they were dried by a huge fur
nace from which pipes ran here and there beneath the 
rooms in which the staves wen' piled. These apart
ments had an open floor, that is, the different pieces of 
floooring were laid one or two inches apart to admit 
the heat from below. With this system from eight to 
ten days were consumed in getting the staves properly 
seasoned for use. 

THE NEW PROCESS. 

All this is changecl and im proved. The new process 
which was inaugurated merely on trial works to a 
charm, and it is the mtention of the company to adopt 
and enlarge it. To begin with, an elevated platform is 
built about fifty feet in the air, of considerable width, 
to allow wh eelbarrows to pass each other. To this, 
connected to and run by the main power, are built sev
eral elevators. At the foot of the elevators are located 
the machines for sawing out the staves. The staves 
are sawed and thrown one by one upon this elevator, 
and by it carried to the platform and dumped into the 
wheelbarrows. We must pause before we go further 
to describe the new dry house. It is known as a "tower 
kiln," and is built to a height of about fifty feet; 2 x 4s 
laid on the side are the material used. Of these tower 
kilns there are but two in the United States, the one 
at Troy and the one lately built by the Menasha Wood
en Ware COlllpany. This tower contains twenty apart
ments, each with a trap door at the top through which 
to dump the unseasoned staves. These apartments 
are filled to the brim by the wheelbarrows, which have 
in turn been filled by the elevators to the adjoining 
platform. Now comes the process of drying, which is 
the main advantage of the vast improvement, as it does 
not necessitate the use of fire in immediate connection 
with the dry house. A huge circular fan of about ten 
feet in diameter is cooped up in an iron encasement. 
This fan is so built that in its revolutions it draws in 
air. Before the aperture to admit this air is running 
up and down 4,000 feet of heated inch pipe that is heat
ed by steam from an engine in connection. The heated 
air thus drawn in by the fan is forced by the same 
power in under and up into the dry house, the floors of 
which are iron with numerous holes through them to 
admit the heat. The time occupied to properly season 
the sta\'es for use by this new method is from three to 
six days, or about one-half that occupied by the old. No 
fire is thus brought into the immeiliate vicinity of the 
dry house. and the ease with which the whole opera

tion is performed is remarkable.-Coopers' Jow·nal. 
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Stones that "'Ill S",hu in the Human Eye. 

Eye-stones are really portions of the covering of cer
tain shell fish. They are found at the opening of the 
shell, and serve to close the entrance when the animal 
draws itself within. They are of various kinds, but 
those used as eye·stones are hard, stony bodies, about 
the size of split peas, one-third to one'sixth of an inch 
in diameter, a little longer than broad, having one 
surface plane and the other convex. 

When they have been worn by the action of the sea, 
they are very smooth and shining. Like other shells, 
they are composed of carbonate of lime. When placed 
in a weak acid, such as vinegar, a chemical change 
takes place, carbonate acid gas is given off, and in its 
escape proiluces the movements which are popularly 
supposed to show that the stone is "alive." 

When one of th ese stones is placed under the eyelid, 
at the outer corner, the natural movements of the lid 
in winking push it gradually toward the inner side, 
and when it comes in contact with the mote which is 
causing the irritation, this is carried along and finally 
expelled with it. The belief that such stones have a 
peculiar detective power, and move about in the eye 
until they find and remove the irritating substance for 
which they have been " sent," has no foundation in 
fact. 

It is interesting to know that in the lining melllbraJ;le 
of the stomach of the crawfish there are found small 
bodies which go under the name o f" crab's eyes," and 
look not unlike the true eye-stones. They h ave some
tillles been mistaken for them, and presumably would 
serve a similar purpose. 

.. .. J" 

THE tide tables for the Atlantic coast of the United 
States, together with 206 stations on the Atlantic coast 
of British America, for the year 1891, published by the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, are now 
ready for issue, and copies can be obtained byaddress
ing the ()iDee at Wa,hiugtoll. Price twenty·five centl$, 

Jtitutific �tutticau. 
AN IMPROVED TOBACCO PIPE TOP. 

The illustration shows an attachable top or cover for 
a pipe, by means of which, also, the tobacco may be 
pressed down into the pipe bowl without removing the 
cover. It has been patented by Mr. Martin L. Schoch, 
of New Berlin, Pa. The small figure shows the bottom 
of the cover, which has nume,rous perforations, and is 
provided upon opposite edges with upwardly curved 
spring arlllS, doubled over and extending down to clalSp 
the outer edge of the bowl, in such way that the cover 
may be conveniently attached or removed. A rod hav
ing on its lower end a stuffer plate is vertically mova
ble through a hole in the center of the cover, as indi
cated by the dotted lines, there being a finger piece re
movably attached to the upper end of the rod. The 
finger piece has ears at each end adapted to slide upon 
guides extending upward from the top of the cover, a 
pyramidal spiral 8pring being coiled around the rod 

SCHOCH'S TOBACCO PIPE TOP AND STUFFER. 

between the guide arms, whereby the shIffer plate will 
be held in elevated position except when it is pressed 
down to pack the tobacco in the bowl. 

• ·e· • 

AN IMPROVED HOIST AND CONVEYER. 

The illustration represents a device adap ted for use 
in elevating and transferring heavy substances, carry
ing the load horizontally to any desired point and low
ering it. It has been patented by Mr. Oren W. O'Dell, 
of Fenton, Mich. Fig. 1 is a side view of the device 
locked to receive a load, Fig. 2 being a front elevation 
of the carrier, which consists mainly of a hollow shell, 
near the top of the upper section of which are journ
aled two grooved pulleys, while on each side is pivoted 
the upper end of a spring-actuated arm, which is car
ried downward and has a latch-head on its lower end. 

The latch-heads are normally held within the lower 
tubular section of the shell by springs. A horizontally
extending centrally-slotted latch· lever embraces and is 
pivoted to the central portion of the shell, and in the 
forward wall of the slot is pivoted a trip-bar. In the 
central section of the shell, beneath a spring, which 
normally retains the latch-lever in contact with the 
tubular lower section. are two grooved pulleys over 
which the hoisting rope passes. The hoisting- or trip 
sleeve has a link at its lower end to which the load is 

O'DELL'S HOISTING AND CONVEYING DEVICE. 

attached, above which is a peripheral flange adapted 
for contact with the latch'!s on the side arms pivoted 
at the upper end of the carrier. The track-rope em
ployed in connection with the device is rigidly secured 
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releasing the hoisting or trip sleeve and permitting it 
to drop to deliver the load. 

.... .. 

The SpeCification 01' Letterll Patent. 

The late Judge Grier of the United States Supreme 
Court says: 

.. There are few things more difficult, even for well 
educated and practical lawyers, than to describe a new 
invention clearly, and point out the principle which 
distinguishes the subject of it from all things known 
before. AI' inventors are rarely experts, either in phi
lology or law, it has long been established as a rule 
that their writings are to be scanned with a good de
gree of charity. 

H But it is easy to abuse this liberality to the purpose 
of fraud. 

., The public has rights to be g-uarded also, and these 
exact that the patentee's specification shall set forth 
his invention so fully and definitely that it cannot be 
readily misunderstood." (French 'Vs. Rogers, vol. i. , 
Fisher's Patent Cases, p. 138.) 

The importance of clearly and correctly describing 
the use and operation of the invention is well set forth 
in the opinion of a patent law judge many years ago .-

.. The intention of the inventor, so as to effect thl) 
object desig-ned, is to govern the construction of the 
language he employs. Inventors are not al ways edu
cated or scientific men. Some of the most useful in
ventions have sprung from an illiterate source. Gen
ius is not always blessed with the power of language. 
Courts look to the manifest design, in order to remove 
any ambiguity arising from the terms employed. But 
this ambiguity must not be such as would perplex an 
ordinary mechanic in the art to which it applies." 
(Page 'Vs. Ferry, vol. i., Pisher's Patent Cases, p. 298.) 

But the comparatively recent words of Judge Miller, 
now of the Supreme Court of the United States, are 
like" apples of gold in pictures of silver" to the inven
tor; they shine out in the inventor's firmament like 
the bright moon and stars to the lonely peopll' under 
the splendors of the brilliant arctic night: they contain 
the most important information and advice to invent
ors, in words which are, at once, glowing, concise, 
beautiful and forcible: 

.. The growth of the patent system in the last quarter 
of a century in this country has reached a stage in its 
progress where the variety and magnitude of the inter
e8ts involved require accuracy, precision, and care in 
the preparation of all the papers on which the patent 
is found. It is no longer a scarcely recognized princi
ple struggling for a foothold ; but it is an organized 
system with well-settled rules, supporting itself at once 
by its utility and by the wealth which it creates and 
commands. The developed and improved condition of 
the pateut law, and of the principles which govern the 
exclusive rights conferred by it, leave no excuse for 
ambiguous language or vague descriptions. 

"The public should not be deprived of lights sup
posed to belong to it, without being clearly told what 
it is that limits these rights. 

"The genius of the inventor, constantly making im
provements in existing patents-a process which gives 
to the patent system its greatest value-should not 
be restrained, by vague and indefinite descriptions of 
claims in existing- patents, from the salutary and neces
sary right of improving on that which has already been 
invented. 

" It seems to us that nothing can be more just and 

fair, both to the patentee and the public, than that the 
former 8hould understand and correctly describe just 
what he has invented, and for what he claims a pat
ent." (Merrill'Vs. Yeomans, vol. xi., Patent Office Ga

zette, p. 970.) 
And the late Judge Grier, alter a wide experience in 

patent legislation, rings out these solemn words of 
warning: 

.. The courts always labor to protect a man when 
they clearly see that he has made a good invention 
but has got among a set of bungling fellows to draw 
his patent; and many a time we h ave had to stretch 
almost our consciences to help through a good invention 
against a bad description drawn by some blockhead. 

.. The difficulty has been that mechanics did not un
derstand law, and lawyers did not understand me
chanics."-l'he Practical Mechanic. 

at both ends, where also keepers are located to engage .. • 0 , .. 

the latches of the horizontal latch-bar. The huisting A Warning to Inventorll. 

rope, attached to the hoisting or trip sleeve, is passed The Manufacture?' and Builder thinks it does not 
up through the lower tubular section of the carrier, [ reqUire much 8agacity to take the O,tJicial Gazette of 
over one grooved pulley and unner the other within the the Patent Office. which costs $5 per year, and write 
carrier, and parallel with and beneath the track'rope, letters each week to several hundred patentees through
and thence to and over the sheave at the delivery end, out the country, telling them you can sell their patent, 
to the operating drum. When the hoisting or trip and then extracting fees by various of the well known 
sleeve, with its attached load, is carried upward within methods of swindling; but it does call for an amount 
the tubular section of the shell, its peripheral flange of rascality that has hitherto been considered a kind of 
bears against a trip-rod, by means of which the hori- safeguard or restraining influence in these matters. 
zontal latch-lever is disengaged frolll the keeper and The plausible letters that can be written throw a large 
the carrier is free to travel on the track-rope to the de- percentage of inventors off their guard, and the scheme 
livery point, which is effected by the further winding must be successful, as it ,till goes on. 
of the hoisting rope. The other latch of the horizontal We can do no more than warn a ll who receive such 
latch-lever is then engaged by the keeper, and by such communications to throw the letters Qr circular!) into 

(lonta.ct the sprillg a.r1Jl5 a.t the Bide are pressed outward, the fire, 
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